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Real-Time, Global Cross-Border & Agency Communications/Data Sharing

FACT!

Never, until LENSS, (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) platform has
there been the ability to share real-time data and information. This capability is not only
effective policing; it is all about officer safety. LENSS is far from marketing or technology hype;
it is logical policing and corporate security that is demanded in this unsocial world.
Do not think we have left out the corporate world, you are as important, as wherever the
public is, crime happens and serious events occur. LENSS works as well within your
organizations as well. Whatever security incident happens within your facilities it is reported in
real-time to law enforcement and is your security conduit, like never before. (see below)

What is LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution)?
LENSS is the ONLY system that allows officers to take the information they gather every day
in their subject packets *(1), FI Cards, and investigative notes which allows them to share it
with fellow officers with matched information across the nation — instantaneously.
LENSS, a patented advanced cloud-based database
communication system that uses text and e-mail
notifications to create a real-time exchange with officers
within their respective agencies and across jurisdictional
boundaries. Interacting with your current CAD & RMS
Databases. Electronic Field Interview (FI) Cards,
Investigative Alert push notifications, LENSS Notes that
are instant, globally searchable, with ‘buy walk’
currency tracking, corporate security events and much
more!
LENSS is a Law Enforcement Networking
Sharing Solution
LENSS facilitates real-time communication as
officers are engaging and reporting more criminal activity
LENSS enables data-driven decisions
LENSS enhances officer safety and public safety
LENSS engages the beat/patrol officer
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Investigative Alert Feature
BOLO (Global or Geofenced)
Wanted Persons (Fugitives/Drug Dealers)
Suspicious Vehicles (Stolen)
Missing children
Missing person
Sharing Important Information
Instantaneously

Currency Scanning/Tracking Feature

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Drug buy funds
Business robbery funds
Bank robbery funds
Bribery funds
Washing mechanism
Delete against batch

Criminal and Non-Criminal Classifications

g. Notes for intelligence
Parent/Guardian Notification Feature

for Subject Packets

(Public Relations Tool)

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Site Survey
Restraining Orders
Criminal
Custody Hearings
Concealed Weapon Permits
Probation and Parolee
Supervisor/Managerial Features

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Incomplete Investigation
Seizure Approval
Division Assignments
Activity Audit Logs
Deactivate Subject Packets

a.
b.
c.

Contact notifications to parents/guardians when
police encounter a child or special needs,
individual
Deterrent
Identifies victims (children) with Human
Traffickers
Parent/Guardian Notification

Be notified if you’re Driving Teen has
Interaction with Law Enforcement
Just complete the attached form, and if your child’s
driver’s license or vehicle license plate is queried, you
will get a delayed text, call, or email from the law
enforcement agency about the encounter. More
importantly, you have the option to provide law
enforcement officers medical information you would
like first responders to know.
Alternate Notifications

a. Notifies Back-up Officer
b. Notifies Specialized Units

*(1) What is a ‘Subject Packet’? it is a digital means to collate all information regarding individuals of
interest, arrestees, incidents, traffic stops, Field Interview Reports, Stop & Frisk Information, etc.

LENSS is communication and data sharing on steroids, with total ease of operation. It is a force
multiplier that brings all officers together under one shared
solution. Now available globally which interconnects all
agencies with information that deserves to be in all hands,
while still measured by administrative control.
So many law enforcement departments and corporations
globally are trying to bring their agencies into the Internet
world of policing/security technology. Logic is logic, but
twenty-five similar software packages are wasteful.
Perceptive Intelligence has created a global solution, which
has been in operation for over three years effectively!
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LENSS Currency Tracking - Let us step you through the creative solution of tracking ‘drug
buy’ funds with increased productivity and efficiency.
It is the narcotics officer who investigates the initial inquiries and follows the leads, but also
circulates cleared ‘drug buy funds’ or other cash into the hands of organized crime and drug
cartels enabling tracking. The method that is used to record these funds is as archaic as the
original Xerox copying machine.
Yes, you photocopy or take pictures with your Smartphone
of the currency used in a covert currency operation. To
establish if a currency bill is one you recorded, you have
to remove from evidence the envelope containing the
sheets of paper, the copies of your registered buy. It is
tedious, boring and due to the pressure, hardly ever is
successful.
Knowing that these are passing billions of dollars per year through unassuming banks and
casinos requires massive slow-moving investigations, until now. Perceptive Intelligence, who
have made radical changes in following narcotics task force ‘drug buy funds’ have strategically
been examining the same process of organized crime, drug cartels with transactions at banks
and casinos. To this end, they are releasing the capability to track these funds through the
LENSS Currency Tracking Platform.
The one criterion that is common with all currency is a serial number, boldly printed on every
bill, no matter what the origin of the currency. Through patented and proprietary developed
software, the LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) Platform is able
through the extensive global database to have real-time access to scanned funds by all officers
within the LENSS Platform.
The LENSS Currency Tracking Platform© increases those working on drug cases exponential
and is the ‘Force Multiplier’ without having to hire more street-level officers. Created by former
law enforcement for law enforcement.
It is secure, CJIS compliant, real-time database with necessary extreme encryption.
So, what are we talking about? When preparing for a ‘Drug Buy,’ simply follow these steps.
The LENSS Currency Counter and Proprietary Patented Software Platform:
counts the bills, virtually all denominations,
records the serial number
takes pictures of the front and back of the currency
prints a record
now digitally create your case file and send to the secure cloud
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LENSS Corporate Event Security
Access to facilities, the open-door policy is not
working, we do not know who is who, this is a
major anxiety today. Having no idea of the
intentions of people who enter our facilities,
should be of concern regarding liability and
‘Duty of Care’ responsibility. We are all too
trusting in this litigious society and are
witnessing daily incidents in public and private
facilities, schools, hospitals, courthouses,
casinos, event, and sports centers. If you can
think of where these violent or disruptive actions
can and will take place, add it to your list.
LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution) platform has proven that we must
know much more than the in-place crime and public databases we query and show us. DMV and
NCIC are outdated in this socially smart technological world.
We call it ‘Touch,’ the information that is simply collected
by all police officers who via protocol access see when
they stop a vehicle or check a driving license which is
noted for all others who stop the same vehicles or
individuals. Having a simple knowledge of the additional
facts, which relates to the safety of all is necessary.
What is the key, the one thing that will and does make
the difference where the public has access to a facility?
Subtle confrontation using identification carried by us all.
The Driving License or Identification Card, linked to public
information which is accessible in seconds for verification.
This is a proactive measure that must, and we will act on now.
It is important what is behind that name and how this information is noted, accessible and in a
period of need in absolute real-time.
As in law enforcement, each incident or person is a ‘subject packet,’ an old
fashion 3” x 5” card that will be actioned and filed. Only today, this is an
electronic Internet Cloud-based thread, which is a CJIS Compliant Secure
Solution that is accessed and updated for all to see that have
administratively granted access, even on the outside with the law
enforcement street officers and Public Safety.
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In the corporate world you have no direct access to crime data whatsoever, you though can
build the ‘subject packet’ with information supplied to you via law enforcement as it would have
been shared publicly to you and your inquiry directly to law enforcement, such as an arrest on
your premises or a trespass order, etc. Information that must be noted and available for all
subsequent encounters.
The corporate solution contains our Investigative Alert and BOLO features and much more.
These are vital in times of emergency and especially if we have an ‘Active Shooter’ situation.
You can train as much as you want with basic protocols, but it is still training. The reality and
realism cannot be drilled down via a training simulation into people, and on the day, it will
happen, it is not if this day will come, it is a fluidity of communications and actions that rule the
day and has a safe outcome that we all strive to achieve.
License Plate Recognition (LPR) has just taken a major
turn with the integration within LENSS. With existing
cameras, the software solution can now bring so much more
information regarding a license plate and all of its connections
and to whom.
Includes connection to public data such as Registered Sex
Offenders and associates via existing ‘Subject Packets,’
additional secure law enforcement information that will be
triggered if a person or vehicle are video captured by your
existing camera system which instantly alerts law enforcement.
Your banned gamblers, with information stored on them, can
also trigger their presence before they enter your physical
facility.
Radio communication is all well and good, but once the
message is broadcast, it is gone and exceedingly fast in a
tactical situation. The Smartphone when used has much more
than audio to be shared; it has graphics, photographs, and
video.
The heart of corporate communications is CCTV Command
Center, the operatives see it all and have access to search, rewind and witness incidents and
their direct locations. These folks are more than your eyes and ears; they will inform all of the
dangers, situations and the most effective escape routes from the incident and person. The
event is not a drill, and you do not know the mind of a crazed gunman. Simply put,
management and supervisor members of your team have administrative access to the solution,
which you grant. All are now connected in the event of an emergency.
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They are alerted and guided by your central operation, which works for hand in hand with
management. Law enforcement is also informed on the outside of the facility and is even faster
than a 911 call and dispatch informing officers.
Incidents take a life or death of their own. We call it ‘Event Fluidity,’ it saves lives and negates
failed ‘Duty of Care’ issues.
What are both our Expectations?
Security of patrons and employees
Upfront checking of all that enter facilities, by all various means
Use of secure databases that supply information relevant to your industry
The dissemination of vital up-to-date information
Shared within your corporate network or/and industry
Logged inquires by all
Well coached and trained security team in usage and outcomes
Support and updates
‘One Stop Shop.’
For More Information and Conversation, Please Connect:
USA: (318) 995-1821 - UK: 0207 1019247
Email: ashton@perceptiveintelligence.com

LENSS is the Change…

WE ARE IN THE NOW &
KEEP YOU; IN THE KNOW…
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